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Company Profile -

IdeaTex was launched in 2005 and we are developed in textiles designed

and do the innovated fabric, we also can provide high-quality fabric for

customers. Especially for functional fabric made from Nylon, Polyester.

We are committed to develop and innovate the woven and knitting fabric.

In 2019 Sep, we cooperated with the weaving mill to approach the cost-

saving and make special fabric and locked out it. In 2021 Sep. we will

extend our business career to join dyeing and finishing. And cooperation

with lamination factory to make our enterprise transformation and give

stable and good quality. In the future, we will apply for certifications

which are met the sustainability concept. To achieve the concept of

energy-saving and protect environmentally..

About Us

“ Make your idea come true … “



Differentiation
We are a vertical & versatile service company with design and

innovation capabilities. The use of yarn, the design of fabric

from weaving to dyeing, finishing, since our company is a line

production plant, so we can provide complete of the services to

customers.

yarn
.. .

design

textiles

weaving 

dyeing 



Vension
Gerneral Manager

- Business & Promotion

- Fabric Development & 
Production Planning

- Technical Consulting

Liz , Emma, Shelly
Merchandiser

- Color Management 
(L/D,�S/S�&�Bulk�order)

- Shipment 
(Document�support,
shipping�handle)

- Production Planning
- Others 

Willy
Technical�Specialist

- Quality Control

- Dyeing Mill Coordination 
& Communication 
(Development&�Bulk�
order)

- Technical support  

Organization
- Service�Team

Henry

- Materials sourcing & 
Development

- Products Promotion 

- Development Planning 
feasibility evaluation

- Certification for global 
standard criteria

Fabric�Specialist

Work Experience:
1.FENC: Section in Charge
2.Chang’Ho: R&D Leader,         
Section Chief
3.Nan Ya: Senior Specialist 
(responsible for Fabric R&D, 
foundry, Dyeing finished 
R&D),

Work Experience:
1.Chyang Sheng: Vice plant 
manager, R&D leader  
(responsible for dyeing process 
setting, dyeing R&D)
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Warp & Weft stretch

Allway stretch 

Recycled N6 (Post & Pre Consumer)

Solution dyed

Biopolymer PA11(97.7% Plant Material)

Biopolymer PA10.10(100% Plant Material)

1. Nylon 6:20D,~320D

Main



Warp & Weft stretch

Allway stretch 

N6.6 High Tenacity 40D Texture N6.6 ATY 

Recycled N6.6(Pre-Consumer)

Biopolymer PA5.6

Solution Dyed N6.6

2. Nylon 6.6 : DTY 15D~70D Texture

Main

Warp & Weft stretch,Allway stretch 

Recycled Polyester (Unifi,FENC) 

Garment & Textile Recycled Polyester

Ocean Bound Bottle Recycled Polyester

Solution Dyed

Biopolymer

3. Polyester : DTY 20D~300D

*Recycled Process



4. BASF- tone on tone series

Main

.Printing : Wet , HTP, Digital

.Embossing 

.PU / AC/Micro Porous Coating 

.PU,PE lamination(Recycled) 2 layer,2.5 layer,3 layer 

.Bonding 

.Calendering

5. 



6. CORDURA®(Recycled) : Rugged durability

.SUPPLEX®(Recycled) : Modern Cottony 

.COOLMAX® : Cool and dry comfort 

.Tactel® : Soft, long lasting beauty

.T400 : Lasting fit

.Lycra® : Elastic

.Thermolite® : Soft and warmth

.P.P Dyeable : Polypropylene fiber

.Spectra® : High Tenacity fiber

. Sorona®: Biobased Material

Main



Main
End use – outdoor wear

- shirts, pants

- ski wear

- snow wear

- urban wear 

- golf   

- sports 

- work wear

- uniform



Sustainable 



Sustainable 
From 2018, IdeaTex started focusing on environmental protection. IdeaTex is a

manufacturer, so our products, from fabrics to the mill process, On the other hand,

we used renewable energy in production, such as solar power, and trans the coal

generation to natural gas generation. So our goal is how to achieve Eco-Friendly

and how to reduce the emission. Because we're a member of Global Village.

We are also certified by third parties such as Bluesign, GRS, Higg Index to verify our

policy and ideas.

Above is IdeaTex how to protect the environment. For the sustainable concept,

IdeaTex will continue the all-out effort.



Website
entex-group.com.tw

instagram.com/ideatexco.ltd



IdeaTex Co.,Ltd

17F., NO.1090 ,JhongJheng Road,Taoyuan

Dist,Taoyuan City 33045,Taiwan

TEL: +886-3-3589977

FAX: +886-3-3582798

E-mail: ideatex@ideatex.com.tw

“ Make your idea come true … “


